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Growth and characterization of 28Sin Õ
30Sin isotope superlattices
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We present silicon isotope superlattices: Si structures in which alternating layers are predominantly
composed of the stable isotopes28Si and 30Si. Using solid-source molecular beam epitaxy, the
thickness of each isotope layer has been precisely controlled to produce isotope superlattices
denoted28Sin /30Sin , wheren is the number of atomic monolayers, each one 0.136 nm thick. We
have produced and studied28Si8 /30Si8 , 28Si12/30Si12, and28Si24/30Si24, whose structures have been
confirmed by secondary ion mass spectrometry. Further confirmation was provided by Raman
spectroscopy, which showed the confinement of phonons within specific isotope layers (28Si or 30Si
layers! due to the mass periodicity created by isotope layering. ©2003 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1613365#
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In the era of atomic-scale materials physics, it is natu
to expect that mass numbers~isotopes! and nuclear spin
states~also isotopes! will play important roles even when th
material is composed of a single element. For example, n
rally available silicon (natSi) is always composed of thre
stable isotopes in fixed proportions:28Si ~92.2 at. %!, 29Si
~4.7 at. %!, and30Si ~3.1 at. %!. The mass difference of;7%
between28Si and30Si isotopes may be an important determ
nant of the properties of silicon nanostructures that w
widely studied recently.1 Improvement of electronic transpo
and/or optical properties via manipulation of the vibration
~phonon! modes based on atomic scale isotope enginee
may be possible because of the strong influence of electr
phonon interactions on a variety of electronic and opti
properties. It is also possible to control the nuclear spin pr
erties through manipulation of Si isotopes since28Si and30Si
isotopes have no nuclear spin moment while29Si has a mo-
ment ofI 51/2. It has been shown that nuclear spin contro
important for some of the most realistic schemes for the
velopment of quantum computers based on silicon,2,3 and
that the ability to stack Si isotopes layer-by-layer is cruc
for realization of them.

Experimental investigation of isotope effects in semico
ductors was pioneered at Bell Labs in the 1950’s.4–6 Molecu-
lar beam epitaxy~MBE! of isotopically controlled germa
nium has enabled studies of low dimensional phonons
isotope superlattices7–9 and quantum dots.10 Haller provides
an excellent summary of isotopically engineered semic
ductors up to 1994.11 More recently, a variety of ‘‘new’’ iso-
tope effects on optical properties of silicon12–15 has been
discovered thanks to the recent successful growth of h
quality isotopically enriched28Si ~Refs. 16–18!, 29Si ~Ref.
19!, and30Si ~Ref. 19! bulk single crystals. Thick28Si films
grown on natSi substrates have contributed greatly to se
diffusion studies which provide important parameters for
development of future Si IC process.20–22 However, isotope
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effects in Si nanostructures have yet to be investigated
cause Si isotope superlattices and quantum dots have n
been available, unlike the case for germanium.7–10

In this work we have grown three kinds of silicon iso
tope superlattices (28Sin /30Sin with n58, 12, and 24! using
the solid-source MBE technique~Fig. 1!. Heren denotes the
thickness of each isotope layer in atomic monolayers, e
0.136 nm thick. The periodicities, i.e., the number
28Si/30Si pair layers stacked vertically, are 80, 50, and 30
n58, 12, and 24 samples, respectively. The resulting to
thicknesses of the superlattices are 160–200 nm. The so
for the 28Si layer is actuallynatSi which is composed of
92.2%28Si. The source for the30Si layer is a single Si crysta
isotopically enriched to30Si598.74% as reported in Ref. 19
In our MBE process,28Si and30Si solid sources are melted i
individual effusion cells equipped with crucibles made
high purity tantalum. The crucible temperature is maintain
at 1400 °C for a growth rate of;0.01 nm/s. The cell typi-
cally introduces 1016– 1017 cm23 aluminum impurities in the
grown layer, most likely due to residual aluminum in th
tantalum. The Si substrates we employ are~100! Cz-Si wa-
fers (resistivity.10V cm), and they are preannealed

FIG. 1. Schematics of Si isotope superlattices grown in this work. Thi
nesses of each isotope layer are 1.1, 1.6, and 3.2 nm for28Si8 /30Si8 ,
28Si12 /30Si12 , and28Si24 /30Si24 samples, respectively.
8 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/aplo/aplcr.jsp
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850 °C followed by buffer layer growth at 750 °C and sup
lattice growth at 650 °C. The base pressure of the vacuu
5310210 Torr and the pressure during growth
;1029 Torr. The depth profile of the28Si and30Si isotope
concentrations is determined with the ATOMICA 6500 se
ondary ion mass spectrometer~SIMS!. Raman spectra of the
three superlattices are recorded in backscattering geome
T;4 K using the Ar1 514 nm line.

Figure 2 shows the depth profile of28Si and30Si isotopes
measured by SIMS in the28Si8 /30Si8 , 28Si12/30Si12, and
28Si24/30Si24 samples. As expected, out-of-phase oscillatio
of the 28Si and30Si isotopes are observed clearly as a fun
tion of depth, confirming that we have successfully fab
cated the superlattices. The mass periodicities of 2.2, 3.3,
6.5 nm expected for then58, 12, and 24 samples, respe
tively, are observed clearly, though this fluctuates somew
in the n58 samples. This fluctuation specific to then58
sample is due to the fact that we were running out of b
28Si and30Si sources during this particular growth, since
was the last sample we fabricated of the three. The sinuso
character of the signal variations in Fig. 2 might appear
indicate gradual rather than abrupt boundaries between
isotope layers, since abrupt boundaries might be expecte
produce a square waveform. However, this smearing ou
an unavoidable artifact due to mixing of28Si and 30Si iso-
topes caused by sputtering involved in SIMS, and the ac
interface is abrupt with very small intermixing~less than a
few layers! as we will confirm in the following Raman
analysis.

Raman spectroscopy has been performed in orde
show that it is indeed possible to manipulate phonon prop
ties through nanoscale thickness control of the isotopic
ers, and that the28Si/30Si interfaces in our isotope superla
tices are abrupt. TheE vs k dispersion of phonons in th
superlattice is zone-folded due to the new periodicity,n a,
introduced by the (28Si)n-(30Si)n unit wherea is the period-
icity of the bulk Si. Because Raman spectroscopy, to the
order, probes phonons situated atk;0 in the dispersion re-
lation, while only one longitudinal optical~LO! phonon peak
is observed with bulk Si, multiple LO phonon peaks shou

FIG. 2. Depth profile of28Si ~solid curves! and30Si ~dashed curves! in the
28Si8 /30Si8 , 28Si12 /30Si12 , and28Si24 /30Si24 samples revealed by seconda
ion mass spectroscopy~SIMS!. Periods of oscillations 2.2, 3.3, and 6.5 n
corresponds exactly to those expected forn58, 12, and 24 superlattices
respectively.
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appear for isotope superlattices due to the zone folding
phonon localization. Figure 3 shows the Raman spectra
the superlattices. As expected, many peaks are observe
the shoulders of the largenatSi substrate LO peak aroun
523.5 cm21. The wave numbers of the identified peaks a
indicated in the figure for comparison with theoretical pr
dictions. In parallel, phonon frequencies expected for e
superlattice have been calculated theoretically, using the
nar bond-charge model for Si.23 Details of our calculations
including notations for different vibrational mode
@LO1(28Si), LO1(30Si), etc.# are same as the case of the G
isotope superlattices described in Refs. 7 and 24. Figur
shows the Raman peak positions for our28Sin /30Sin superlat-
tices as a function of the layer thicknessn. Solid curves are
the predictions of theory while triangles represent the exp
mentally observed peaks shown in Fig. 3. The actual isoto
composition of28Si, 29Si, and30Si isotopes in each28Si and
30Si layer is properly accounted for in our theoretical calc
lations. Similar to the case in Ref. 7 for Ge isotope super
tices, the theoretical peak positions are shifted rigidly
lower frequencies by;5 cm21 in order to account for a
small deficiency of the fits for bulkk50 phonons and the
effect of isotope disorder.25 Theoretical curves are no
smooth due to anticrossings. In general, the agreement
tween the experimental and theoretical results is excel

FIG. 3. Raman spectra of the28Sin /30Sin samples withn58, 12, and 24.

FIG. 4. Direct comparison of theory~solid curves! and experimentally
found peak positions~m! as a function of the layer thicknessn.
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except for the one detail: while LO1(28Si) peaks inn512
and 24 samples are hidden in the large substrate peak
LO1(28Si) peak is observed experimentally for then58
sample and its position deviates from the calculation.
suspect that the fluctuation in the periodicity revealed in F
2 for the n58 sample is responsible for this deviation, b
cause the peak position is very sensitive to any change in
layer thicknessn. In turn it is possible to estimate the degr
of interface mixing between28Si and 30Si layers for our
growth conditions by comparison with theory.26 Figure 5
shows the comparison of the experimentally obser
LO1(30Si) peak positions with calculations assuming int
mixing of zero, one, and two monolayers at the28Si and30Si
interfaces. LO1(30Si) is chosen because this is the only mo
commonly observed in the three samples. We have inse
two and four layers of29Si, which is the average mass of28Si
and 30Si when interdiffusion occurs, for the calculation
single and two layers of intermixing, respectively. The the
retical peak positions calculated assuming atomically ab
28Si/30Si interfaces agree quantitatively with our experime
tal results, while those assuming intermixing fail to expla
the observed peak positions. Therefore, interfaces of our
topic Si superlattices are abrupt and the smearing of the
files observed in Fig. 3 is a SIMS artifact.

In summary, we have successfully grown and charac
ized Si isotope superlattices. These samples will be avail
for a variety of basic studies probing isotope effects in l
dimensional structures.

The authors would like to acknowledge K. Morita,
Kato, T. Ohya, Y. Matsuki, and A. Fujimoto for fruitful dis

FIG. 5. Comparison of the experimentally observed LO1(30Si) peak posi-
tions ~m! with calculations assuming intermixing of zero~solid curve!, one
~broken curve!, and two ~dotted curve! monolayers at the28Si and 30Si
interfaces.
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